
Python basics
Introduction to Programming



Today

 Program structure 

 Data types 

 Basic input/output commands

 Lab1 preparation



Program Structure



Statements

 A program consists entirely of a 

sequence of statements

 A statement is an instruction to do 

something.

 There are two kinds:

 Simple Statements

 A simple statement contains no other 

statements

 print “Hello world!”

 age=20

 name=“bob”

 Print name
 Compound Statements ( we will see it later)



Simple 
Statements

 There is no maximum length for a physical line, but to keep 
your code readable it is bad practice to allow lines to 
extend beyond column 75 or thereabouts. 
 print "Baa baa black sheep have you any wool ? yes  sir, yes sir Three bags 

full.“

 Statement 82 characters long. 

 We can use the backslash “\” character to make it readable.



 If the last character of a line is the backslash “\” character 
then the following line is considered by the interpreter to 
be a continuation line.

It is still simple 
statement 

Simple Statements



Simple 
Statements

 The last three lines show that a string is 
continued, this tends to spoil the layout.  
Indenting the continuation lines is good 
practice

Indented 



Comments

 They are intended as an aid to anyone reading 

the program listing.

 # sign - the start of a comment

 Continues up to the end of the physical line, 

e.g.
# This is a comment ->> separate line 

print "Hello !" # Another comment   ->> with the statement

Comments are skipped by the 

computer / “the python interpreter”

What is this 
code for ?



Blank Lines

 Blank lines are also ignored by the 

interpreter, and used to break a 

program up into visible sections.

Blank 
lines



Tokens and 
Whitespace

 Each statement is made up of “tokens”, of 

which there are several types:
 Keywords (for, if, and, while…) 

 Literals (3.14, “Lauren”, “Loughborough”…)

 Identifiers (pi, x, Elapsed_Time, …)

 Operators (+, -, *, /, %...)

 Delimiters ( {, }, [, ], =,;…)

 Whitespace (keep identifiers separate)



Data Type 



Variable and 
Assignment

Age Age

Line 1: Age=20

Age Age

Line 2: Age=35

age is assigned 20

age is assigned 35



Variable Type and 
Data Type 

Variable identifier Age

Age variable’s value is 35

Data values are held in objects; 
different types of objects hold 
different types of data.

Age

35 is integer 

Variable type is “integer”

“Box can hold integer value”    



Variable Type and 
Data Type 

Name

Variable identifier Name

Name variable’s value is “Bob”

“Bob” is string  

Variable type is “string”

“Box can hold string value”    

Data values are held in objects; 
different types of objects hold different 
types of data.



Data Values and 
Data Types

Group Data type Example literals

Number Integer 235, -89
Float 2.345, -1.2, 3e9, 4.6e-4
Complex 3.1-4.3j, 3+2j, 7j
Boolean True, False

Sequence String ”What’s your name?”, ’abc’
Tuple (1,2,3,9), (2,”hello”,4e9)
List [1,2,3,9], [2,”hello”,4e9]

Mapping Dictionary
{”red”:”rouge”, 
”green”:”vert”}

Data Values and Data Types



Finding the data 
type

 The type of an object can be found 

using the type function. 

 For example:

Name = ”Bob”

print type(Name)

<type ’str’> Name



Basic input 



Input

 raw_input (prompt)

 It will return string value   

 Name=raw_input("what is your name ?")

Name

Variable type is “string”

“Box can hold string value”    



Input

 Raw_input (prompt)

 It will return string value   

 Age=raw_input("what is your age ?")

Age

Variable type is “string”

“Box can hold string value”    



Int()  function call

 Convert string value to integer value

 age=int (Age)

 print age+age # “+” means addition  

 60 

 print Age+Age # “+” means concatenation

 3030

Ageage

“string” type“integer” type



Int()

 Function call within function call

 age=int(raw_input("what is your age ?"))

age

“integer” type

Int()



Float() function

 Program to add two numbers, a and b

a = float( raw_input("Enter a : ") )

b = float( raw_input("Enter b : ") )

sum = a+b

print sum



Basic output 



Print 

 The print command enables you to print 

a list of values, each item being 

separated from the next by a comma,

 name=“bob”

 print " his name is " ,name,” and his 

age”,30

 Each value is separated from the next 

by a space.



Print

a = float( raw_input("Enter a : ") )

b = float( raw_input("Enter b : ") )

sum = a+b

print ”a+b”, sum



Print 

 Normally each print statement starts a 

new line;

 if you want the next print statement to 

carry on the same line then add a 

comma at the end,



Print

 Using “\n”  in a string will create a new 

line in an output.  



Summary

 Data type

 Python functions

 “#” commenting

 Type()

 Float()

 Int()

 raw_input

 print

 “,”

 “\n” 


